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Professor J. C. Bhattacharyya during his early years at IIA.

Professor J C Bhattacharyya, who passed away in Delhi on June 4, 2012,
was the director of IIA from December 1983 to August 1990. Although his
formal appointment came only towards the end of 1983, he had been carrying
out all the duties of the director since April 1982, when the incumbent
director Professor M K Vainu Bappu left Bangalore on a four-month long
visiting assignment at the European Southern Observatory. Professor Bappu
passed away in Munich in August 1982 due to complications following a
heart bye-pass surgery.
The period of Professor Bhattacharyya's directorship is marked by the
singular achievement of the successful completion and commissioning of
the indigenous 234-cm optical telescope in Kavalur, a monumental and
painstaking effort, which Professor Bhattacharyya led from the front. The
telescope project was originally conceived by Professor M K Vainu Bappu,
and although the complete design and a large part of the fabrication of the
instrument and its housing was accomplished by 1982, a substantial amount
of work still remained at the time of Professor Bappu's totally unexpected
and premature death. The responsibility of completing the project fell on
Professor Bhattacharyya's shoulders and he accepted the challenge with
unfailing dedication.
During Bappu's directorship Bhattacharyya played a very effective supporting
role and helped Bappu in both administrative and technical matters. He
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joined the Astrophysical Observatory in Kodaikanal in
1964 as its Assistant Director or `A.D.' for short. After
the birth of IIA, when the post of an assistant director no
longer existed, the older employees, who continued in
IIA, still referred to him as `AD'. During Bappu's frequent
absence from Kodaikanal or from Bangalore later,
Bhattacharyya took charge of the affairs of the observatory
and the institute. He became quite conversant with the
government rules and procedures and he followed them
almost to a fault in discharging his duties. Bappu trusted
him fully and Bhattacharyya did not disappoint him ever.

time resolution to be used for lunar occultation studies.
In March 1977, the rare opportunity of observing the
occultation of a faint star by the planet Uranus presented
itself. It was expected to be a slow event and
Bhattacharyya used a photomultiplier with appropriate
filters and a conventional amplifier to observe the event at
the Zeiss telescope. His observation coupled with those
of others from the southern hemisphere and from the airborne Kuiper Astronomical Observatory led to the
discovery of a ring system around Uranus. The curious
story of this important discovery has been described by
Bhattacharyya himself in an article in the Bulletin of ASI
(1997, BASI 25, 29-36). The discovery brought
Bhattacharyya well deserved recognition and earned him
the fellowship of the Indian National Science Academy.
Bhattacharyya continued to observe occultation events
with the equipment he
designed.

In 1973, Professor V Radhakrishnan, then director of the
Raman Research Institute, Bangalore offered Bappu the
use of office rooms and laboratory space in the buildings
of the RRI campus since IIA's own buildings in
Koramangala were not yet
ready. Bhattacharyya started
the Bangalore office at RRI and
also set up his electronics
Observation of a lunar
laboratory there. Technical
occultation event of the Alpha
people working under him as
Virginis system led to some
well as some skeletal
unexpected results which were
administrative staff along with
never published. After Bappu's
a few senior scientists were
death as his administrative
transferred from Kodaikanal to
responsibilities increased
Bangalore. Soon after, IIA went
considerably and with the
on a massive recruitment drive
added task of seeing the 234and many new people joined
cm telescope project through
as scientists and engineers.
to its successful completion,
A large fraction of them opted
Bhattacharyya's own research
for a posting in Bangalore. To
activities slowly tapered off.
all these people (it includes the
However, he continued to
present writer), Bhattacharyya
supervise the doctoral work of
was their immediate boss. He
several students. He also
helped them settle down to
encouraged R Rajamohan to
their new job. He found for
start a project on discovering
himself living accommodation
near-earth asteroids using the
in the cramped surroundings
existing facilities in Kavalur. The
of Kumara Park West. He
project took off in 1987-88 and
missed the luxury of living in
led to the discovery of six mainKodaikanal where he used to
belt asteroids. Twenty years
stay in the same bungalow as
later, in 2008, on Rajamohan's
J. C. Bhattacharyya at the 40 inch telescope
John Evershed when he was
request, one of them, asteroid
the director of Kodaikanal
(8348)1988 BX, was named
Observatory.
`Bhattacharyya' by IAU's Committee on Small Body
Nomenclature.
In Bangalore, Bhattacharyya was busy developing some
fast recording techniques in his laboratory. The optical
In 1977, at the request of his friends, Bhattacharyya wrote
observatory in Kavalur had burst into the international
his maiden popular article in Bengali on the discovery of
scene already in 1972 with its successful participation in
the Uranian ring system. The article was published in the
the international collaboration on the occultation by
well known Bengali weekly Desh and caught the attention
Ganymede of the star SAO 186800 which indicated the
of its wide readership. That the writer had a great talent in
existence of an atmosphere around the Jovian satellite.
describing specialised scientific matter to the layman in
Bhattacharyya had led the campaign at the newly
a lucid language was quite obvious in this first publication.
installed 102-cm Zeiss telescope in Kavalur. Encouraged
Bhattacharyya too enjoyed the exercise. He continued
by this success, he embarked on a project of developing
to write such popular articles sporadically during his
a fast photometer in the visible band with millisecond
working life, becoming rather prolific after his retirement
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when he became Emeritus. He wrote for Desh, Jnan o
Vignan, Kishor Jnan Vignan, all published from Calcutta,
and also in some other magazines published from Tripura
and Midnapore. These articles are a delight to read and
through them knowledge of the modern science of
astrophysics was spread far and wide in the eastern
regions of the country. The articles had a great impact on
the younger generation and when interviews were
conducted in Bangalore and other Indian cities for
admission to the doctoral programmes of research
institutes, a large contingent of student aspirants from
Bengal was always present and when probed, they
invariably said they were attracted to astronomy and
astrophysics because of Bhattacharyya's writings.
Bhattacharyya also wrote in English for Science Today,
Science Age etc.Bhattacharyya foresaw the need of having
a strong Ph D programme in IIA and initiated steps towards
establishing one months before his retirement.
During his directorship an internal re-organisation took
place and a faculty of the institute was constituted by the
governing council with senior scientists as its members.
The job of the faculty was to advise the director on all
important scientific and technical matters. Bhattacharyya
was quite happy about this development and during his
time the IIA faculty met very regularly and functioned quite
effectively.
Bhattacharyya believed in doing things by consensus and
he seldom imposed his authority. He also started a
monthly scientific meeting where the on-going research
of individuals and groups was presented and discussed.
Everyone got a chance to speak on one's work and discuss
its progress.
Bhattacharyya ensured that the discussions took place
in the right scientific spirit in a friendly atmosphere. He
never missed a monthly meeting and sitting in the front
row he always busied himself in taking down copious notes
of the proceedings. If these notes are preserved, one would
find in them a chronicle of the progress of scientific
research in IIA during the nineteen eighties.
Bhattacharyya also introduced several staff welfare
measures which greatly benefitted the employees. A
contributory medical scheme was introduced for staff
members and their dependents and arrangements were
made with some of the leading hospitals of Bangalore to
provide medical treatment to the staff on a credit basis. A
panel was created of specialist doctors in Bangalore. Staff
members were permitted to consult them and receive
treatment. He was deeply concerned about proper housing
of the staff. With the escalating rents in Bangalore city

and the failure on the part of IIA to acquire additional land
to build staff quarters, finding houses was becoming a
burdensome job. It was due to Bhattacharyya's persistent
efforts that the governing council permitted official
requisitioning of houses for the staff of the institute. This
helped a large number of the employees to find residential
accommodation in the upmarket Koramangala area where
IIA is located.
Bhattacharyya was unostentatious in his living style. He
was fond of music and literature and loved to quote from
his favourite authors. He was gifted with a rare sense of
humour and was an excellent raconteur. After he moved
to Bangalore, he had to often visit Kodaikanal on official
duty. His residence had been converted into the campus
guest house by then but on those visits he always occupied
his old bedroom. In the evenings, he would sit with the
other guests by the fireplace in the parlour and regale the
audience with stories and anecdotes.
In January 1975, Professor Kasinath Nandy of the Royal
Observatory, Edinburgh visited Kodaikanal for about three
weeks and delivered a course of lectures on interstellar
dust. Bhattacharyya was assigned the task of hosting
Professor Nandy. He was a gracious and wonderful host.
On occasions he even took charge of the kitchen and
displayed his culinary skills in preparing some delectable
dishes. In the daytime serious science was discussed
while in the evenings there was always time for relaxed
chatting or adda. Both Nandy and Bhattacharyya excelled
in narrating incidents, experiences of their travel and
association with people and could talk on a wide variety of
subjects. They held forth in the parlour of Evershed Hall in
the evenings keeping the rest of the gathering enthralled.
There were occasions when Bhattacharyya would recite
from memory an entire prose-poem of Tagore from Lipika
without ever faltering. Those who were lucky enough to be
present in Kodaikanal those few weeks would surely recall
the time as one of the fun times of their life. After he became
director, such occasions became rarer as he was weighed
down by the pressures of directorship.
At the end of August 1990, Bhattacharyya retired from the
directorship. His association with IIA continued till 2006,
as he served as an Emeritus Professor and an Honorary
Professor till 1997 followed by a ten-year stint as a member
of the governing council. He stopped coming to IIA on a
daily basis when he gave up his emeritus status. With
his departure from the scene, a vital link with IIA's past
was lost.
- D. C. V. Mallik
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Professor J. C. Bhattacharyya ( 1 September 1930 – 4 June 2012 )

The news of the passing away of Professor
J.C.Bhattacharyya was received with profound grief
by the astronomical community and by all those in
IIA in particular. He was a very close senior colleague
and friend of mine.The threads of our lives were
interwoven for over five decades and his passing
away has left a void in my life.
Jagadish Chandra Bhattacharyya (fondly known
among his colleagues as JCB) was born on
September 1, 1930 in Calcutta.
After his Master’s degree in
electronics from the Calcutta
university, he spent a year at the
Institute of Radio physics and
Electronics (Calcutta University)
doing electronics instrumentation
under Professor S. K. Mitra, a
person highly respected by the
community of atmospheric
physicists for his research work
in Ionospheric physics. He joined
the Indian Meteorological
department in 1954 and worked
in the Radar laboratory, New Delhi
for about a year when he was
transferred to the Instrumentation
Division in Poona (now known as
Pune) office. From the beginning
the Department had ear marked
him for the ionospheric division at
Kodaikanal as the successor to
Mr.B.N.Bhargava, who was to be
posted elsewhere on promotion.
As a preparation for this, he was
deputed to the Radio Research
Station, Slough, U.K. for training
for about a year, where he worked
on ionospheric problems - one of
which was to study the behavior
of ionosphere during a total solar eclipse. Little did
he imagine at that time that he would be an
astronomer in the future years although he knew that
he would be posted to Kodaikanal.On his return to
Poona office from Slough, he took charge of the
workshop where many of the meteorological
instruments including the radiosondes were being
manufactured and tested before installation at the
out stations. Besides,there were the remote operating
instruments where he introduced his innovative ideas
to improve their performance.He was transferred to
Kodaikanal in July 1964.Bappu inducted him into the
realm of astronomy, starting with building a solar
magnetograph of the Babcock type similar to the
one that had been in operation at the solar telescope

of the Mt.Wilson observatory since a few years. This
proved to be very challenging job in spite that some of
the critical components had already been procured and
kept ready by Bappu. Bhattacharyya built this
instrument with the limited laboratory facilities, but
backed by the inspiration and professional help from
Bappu. With the magnetograph, first of its kind in the
country, he measured weak magnetic fields on the disc
of the sun over extended periods of time and
investigated extensively the nature of their distribution
and dynamics. The magnetograph
added a new dimension to the
facilities at the telescope. One of
the important problems of the day
was to study the propagation
characteristics of the waves
associated with the velocity
oscillations in the photosphere
(broadly referred to as the
5-minute oscillations) and their
role in the propagation of nonthermal energy to the corona
to maintain its high temperature.
Using the magnetograph in the
velocity mode (where it could
measure
Doppler
shifts
corresponding to 20 m/sec), he
studied the properties of these
oscillations their time evolution
characteristics in prominent lines
such as the Mg b lines using
good continuous observations
lasting for several hours. On
most of the days, I was also with
him at the telescope for taking
turns to ensure an uninterrupted
record and later in reducing these
data. He submitted his thesis to
Calcutta University and was
awarded D.Phil degree.
Another project he embarked upon with Bappu was to
build cold boxes for cooling the photomutipliers used
for stellar photometry so as to increase their sensitivity
and spectral coverage. They could come up with a
modest version of cold box that used dry ice only after
laboring for a few years. Once the path to full success
was in sight they started on making a photon counting
photometer using readymade counters and timers. This
was also the time when the Kodaikanal Observatory
was transformed into an autonomous institution as
Indian Institute of Astrophysics and the installation of
the 102 cm reflector started at Kavalur by the German
engineers. He with Bappu andJayarajan was busily
engaged in every step while the installation was in
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J. C. Bhattacharyya with M. G. K. Menon.

progress and in addition to mastering the working of
the control system of the telescope. In the nights, he
used to test the newly built pulse counting photometer
at the 24-in telescope and in the first few months of
1972 he had got a very reliable system ready for
serious observations.
The installation of the 102 cm reflector marks a major
milestone in the history of the development of the
Institute.Within a month, the new telescope was used
to observe the occultation of a star by Ganymede,
Jupiter’s largest satellite using the photon counting
system perfected only a couple of months ago. The
observations led to the detection of an atmosphere
for Ganymede and it was also possible to assign an
upper limit for the density of its atmosphere. From
the encouragement provided by the first success, he
planned for a still faster recording system – with a
resolution better than a millisecond for occultation
observations. He with Kuppuswamy employed such a
system for observing the event of the occultation of a
star by planet Uranus on the night of March 10/11,
1977 that led to the remarkable discovery of the ring
system around Uranus. This inspired him to start a
regular programme of observing stellar occultation
events by planets that was very successfully pursued
in the later years by his student Vasundhara. He also
initiated a programme in 1987 to search for near Earth
asteroids with Rajamohan as the lead astronomer
( who chose the name “Kalki” for this project) , using
the Schmidt telescope at Kavalur that led to the
discovery of six asteroids.
The 102 cm reflector was a stepping stone, for Bappu,
towards realizing his long cherished intense desire
for a 100-in class telescope and that too to be built
using the resources within the country.Battacharyya
and Jayarajan were integral part of this large telescope
project right from the very beginning ( 1975 ) starting

J. C. Bhattacharyya with students of Joint Astronomy Programme
of I I Sc.

with the first consultation meeting with the Tata
Consulting Engineers. He was chosen as a member of
the 234 cm Telescope Project Management Board along
with a few more experts and to be in charge of the control
system and computer for operating the telescope. The
Governing Council had given its approval for the
fabrication of the 234 cm aperture telescope and its
erection at the Kavalur campus. Accordingly, the civil
construction of the dome building and the fabrication of
the telescope mount had commenced and were in
progress. In May 1982, Bappu left for the European
Southern Observatory, Garching. He was scheduled to
proceed from there to the General Assembly meeting of
the Astronomical Union at Patras, Greece, as its
President. But he passed away at the Munich hospital
just before the start of the Patras meeting. In Kavalur,
the dome building had just been completed, the
telescope mount and mechanical sub assemblies were
under fabrication at Walchandnagar Industries and the
234-cm blank was on the grinding table at the optical
shops at Bangalore. As the second in command the
responsibility of completing the gigantic project, from
that juncture, slid in JCB’s shoulders. In his words, he
was in the same plight of a sailor of a ship caught up in
a violent storm and with its captain missing. Besides
wiping our tears, Prof. M. G. K. Menon, infused
confidence and provided all the guidance and support
needed to take the project forward to succeeful
completion. Although, the first light viewing and
photography using the prime focus camera were done in
October 1985, there were countless unanticipated
problems relating to control systems and electronics.
These were systematically analysed and rectified stage
by stage very effectively by a team led by R. Srinivasan
under JCB’s guidance and a smooth operation of the
telescope with an overall performance to the level of full
satisfaction of all users was achieved and demonstrated
to the astronomical community. The late Shri Rajiv
Gandhi, the then Prime Minister of India, named the 234
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-cm telescope as the ``Vainu Bappy Telescope’’ and
renamed the Kavalur Observatory as the ``Vainu Bappu
Observatory’’, in a brief inauguration ceremony hosted
by M.G.K. Menon and JCB which was arranged in the
telescope building on January 6, 1986. This is the tribute
that the Nation, Governing Council and astronomers and
staff of IIA gave to Bappu.
In the midst of these duties, JCB also helped the students
of Bappu to complete their Ph D theses, in addition to
helping his own students. He also initiated the
development of detector systems employing charged
couple devices (CCD) to replace photographic plates for
imaging and registering spectra.With Srinivasan and his
team of young and energetic engineers, the project
proceeded on a fast track that one CCD camera could be
commissioned for imaging at the Vainu Bappu Telescope
with in a short time. With his encouragement and
support, more such units were got ready for other
telescopes in Kavalur and the 2m Himalayan Chandra
telescope at Mt. Saraswati, in Hanle with large format
CCD camera systems.
Another area of his interest was solar eclipses. The twoman team – Bappu and JCB – conducted two experiments
during the total solar eclipse of March 7, 1970 at Mexico.
He operated the long focus camera and obtained coronal
photographs of exquisite quality on photographic
emulsions, that show a wealth of coronal features with
great clarity. It was from the coronal spectrogram obtained
by them at this eclipse that the first evidence for the
presence of the cool component embedded in the million
degree hot corona was obtained. Again during the total
solar eclipse of February 16, 1980, in Karnataka, he took
a very active part. He gave talks at several institutions
within India on solar eclipses and the scientific results
obtained from them as well as to the general public
stimulating their interest in such phenomena and
explaining the safe ways to view the corona during the
eclipse.
He was an elected Fellow of the Indian Academy of
Sciences, Indian National Science Academy, the National
Academy of Sciences, India and the Institution of
Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers. He was
the President of Commission 9 on “Instruments and
Techniques“ of the International Astronomical Union for
the term 1989 – 1991. He was also member of Commision
50 on “ Protection of Existing and Potential Observatory
Sites ‘’ and of Commission 12 on “Solar Radiation and
Structure” of the IAU. He was the President of the
Astronomical Society of India for the term 1986 – 1988.
He was awarded in 1990 the UGC-Hari Om Ashram Trust
Award for Physics Sciences. He was the recipient of the
“S. K. Mitra Birth Centenary Award ‘’ of the Indian Science
Congress Association at its 92nd Session ( January 3 7, 2005 ). In August 2008, the Committee for Small Body
Nomenclature of the IAU named one of the six asteroids
discovered at the Kavalur observatory under the Project

``Kalki ‘’ as `` Bhattacharyya’’ in recognition of the
support and encouragement he provided for this
Project. He delivered several prestigious lecture awards
including Professor M. N. Saha Memorial Lecture, IPAP.A. Pandya Memorial Lecture, Prof. S.V.C.Aiya
Memorial Lecture etc.
I met him first when I joined the Instruments Division,
Poona, in November 1955 and we worked together till
1962 when I was deputed to work at the National
Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore. We met again
when I joined Kodaikanal Observatory in January 1965
and have been together since then. When it was decided
in early 1973 to shift the head quarters of the Institute
to Bangalore from Kodaikanal, as a first step, Bappu
deputed him and me to start the Institute in the office
space graciously provided at the Raman Research
Institute by the late Radhakrishnan. Both of us drove
in his car to Raman Research Institute from Kavalur
and Bappu joined us from Kodaikanal. After occupying
the office space allotted, we drove to Woodlands for
lunch as part of the celebration. He assumed the
responsibility of heading the Institute at a very crucial
time and most unexpectedly. Simple in habits, he
believed in honest, open and transparent problem
solving. He had evolved a judicious mix of concern for
work with equal concern for all his staff. This combined
with a rational and compassionate approach he could
find amicable solutions to many administrative
problems. He possessed a phenomenal photographic
memory that could recapture past events or
experiences on scientific matters, electronic circuits
or budgetary figures or personal incidents date-wise,
vividly and in full detail, that failed him towards the last
few years of his life. He was a very good story teller
and his after dinner talks were a feature that was eagerly
looked forward to by participants in scientific meetings.
Being well versed in Sanskrit, he used to quote couplets
or recall the experiences of the great Bengali social
reformer, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar and derive
consolation during moments of despair. After his
retirement on August 31, 1990, he continued to be
associated with IIA as CSIR Emeritus Professor (Sept
1, 1990 - Aug 31, 1993); IIA Emeritus Professor
(1.9.1993 - 31.8.1996); Honorary Professor (1.9.1996 31.8.1997); Member of the IIA Governing Council (165-1997 - 31-3-2007) . He was a prolific writer of short
articles in English and in Bengali for the use of college
and school students and general public. He intensified
this activity after he retired as the Director and
completed many books in popular style. He derived
pleasure in preparing the manuscripts using pen and
paper rather than composing and editing on a
computer. He was an ardent lover of cricket and card
games. Reminiscing his tryst with astronomy and his
experiences, he used to share with me his thoughtshe felt satisfied and above all considered himself
fortunate to have had the opportunity of working in close
association with Bappu for nearly three decades
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towards the promotion of astronomy in the country and
establishing facilities for astronomical research that will
be used by many in the generations to
come. We could see the steady deterioration of his
health caused by the diabetes. His determination to
serve the community took him forward for a few more
years. He was very keen to visit the new observatory
at Hanle, Ladakh and fulfilled his dream of seeing for
himself the remote controlled 2-m Himalayan Chandra
Telescope’ operating smoothly atop Mt Saraswati of
the Indian Astronomical Observatory, Hanle in the year
2001. In the last few years of his life, when there was

further deterioration in his health, and his wife had to
bear the burden of frequent hospital errands, his
daughter Mrs.Anuradha Mitra moved him to Delhi to
live under her care. He breathed his last in the afternoon
of June 4, 2012. I was told that he had a peaceful end.
He leaves behind his wife, Mrs. Indira Bhattacharyya,
a very lovable person, son, daughter, son-in-law and a
grandson.
- K. R. Sivaraman
(with contributions from K.T. Rajan)

Patterns in the Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation
holds vital clues about the early history of the universe.
At first glance the temperature fluctuations look
randomly distributed. The statistical nature of the
fluctuations must be predominantly inherited from those
of the primordial density fluctuations. Hence by probing
it we are probing the physical mechanism that produced
the primordial density perturbations. Current
observations indicate that the temperature fluctuations
are roughly Gaussian in nature. Searches for deviations
from Gaussianity is a major quest of current
andupcoming experiemnts. It is, however, not an easy
task since various spurious observational effects can
mask the true CMB signal.
One way to search for small non-Gaussian deviations
of the CMB is to analyze its topological properties. This
is done by first defining what are known as excursion
sets defined as follows. Let f denote the CMB
temperature anisotropy field and Q denotes f rescaled
by its rms value. Then for each value of Q the set of all
pixels that have values equal to or above Q is called an
excursion set. This set consists of many connected

regions into which thetemperature field `manifold’ has
fragmented, and holes within those regions, due to the
excluded pixels. As we change Q, the topological
properties of excursion sets change systematically,
as shown in Fig.1.
In mathematics, for any given manifold the number of
connected regions is called the first Betti number, E,
and the number of holes is called the second Betti
number, E1. They are topological quantities. For the
excursion sets they can be expressed as line integrals,
E0 = 1/2Sc+ K ds and E1. = 1/2Sc- K ds, where K is the
curvature of iso-temperature contours for each Q. C+
denotes contours that enclose connected regions while
C - denotes contours that enclose holes. These
expressions can be implemented numerically to find out
their shapes for any random field. The genus, which is
also a topological quantity, is given by g(Q) = E0(Q) E1.(Q).
Because of the fact that the functional dependence of E,
E and g on Q are very sensitive to the statistical nature of

Figure 1: Left to right: excursion sets for Q= -0.5, 0, 1.
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Figure 2 : Top left : E, E and g for Gaussian CMB maps smoothed with FWHM = 30'. Top right : Non-Gaussian deviations of for E for the
values fNL= ± 100. Bottom : Non-Gaussian deviations of b1. The results are average over 200 simulations.

the random field they are well suited to look for the presence
of non-Gaussian deviations in the CMB. In the literature,
the genus is well studied. We have recently introduced the
Betti numbers as a discriminant of different types of nonGaussianity. Together they carry more information than the
genus. We have numerically computed and studied the
shapes of Betti numbers that arise due to non-Gaussian
deviations of primordial density fluctuations predicted by
inflation. In the top left panel of Fig. 2, E, E and g are
plotted as functions of Q computed from Gaussian CMB
simulations. The top right and the bottom panels of the

same figure show the non-Gaussian deviation shapes of
E and E respectively, computed using Gaussian and nonGaussian simulations. The input non -Gaussianity is the
primordial local type predicted by certain models of
inflation and parametrized by one parameter fNL. The
shapes shown are characteristic of this type of nonGaussianity. Different non-Gaussian models give different
shapes of E, E and g which can then be compared to
measurements from observational data. Such detailed
studies are currently underway.
- Pravabati Chingangbam
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Anatomy of the Star Forming Complex Sh2-252 - A Multiwavelength Analysis
Sh2-252 is an optically visible extended H II region (ne~
9 cm-3, size ~ 25 pc) ionized by an O6.5V star HD 42088.
Radio observations at 5 GHz detected six compact H II (C
H II) regions at different spatial locations within Sh2-252
(Felli et al. 1977), giving an indirect evidence of an emerging
OB association.In this study, an attempt has been made
to unravel the stellar contents of this region using deep
optical, HD survey, shallow NIR (2 MASS), MIR with Spitzer
- IRAC (3.6-8.0 Pm), MIPS (24 Pm), 850 Pm (SCUBA), 1.1
mm (Bolocam) and radio (GMRT) data along with
spectroscopic observations (Jose et al. 2012a; 2012b). With
these, we estimated the distance (~ 2.4 kpc) and identified
12 OB stars of spectral type earlier than B6 (> 5 M . )
within the nebula. The Ks-band surface density map shows
five prominent embedded clusters associated with the subregions A, C, E, NGC 2175s and Teu 136. The hidden
young stellar population of the complex has been explored
using the NIR-MIR colour-colour analysis, exposing ~180
Class I and ~ 400 Class II young stellar objects (YSOs) for
the first time, which shows that the region has statistically
rich number of YSOs. Using theoretical isochrones and
SED analysis, the YSOs are found to have an age spread
of 0.1 - 5 Myr and mass range of 0.3 - 2.5 M . (Figure 1).
The Ks-band luminosity functions for all the sub-regions
are found to be similar and comparable to that of young
clusters of age < 4 Myr.The initial mass functions for all

Figure 1. V/(V-I) CMD for the candidate YSOs (class I-red ; Class IIgreen;Transition disk sources- magenta; HD sources-blue triangles)
identified within Sh2-252. The locus of ZAMS (thick solid curve),PMS
isochrones (dashed curves) and the evolutionary tracks for various
mass bins (thin solid curves) are also shown.

the sub-regions in general are also found to be comparable
to the Salpeter value.
Spatial distribution of the candidate YSOs shows a clear
high concentration at the western outskirts of Sh2-252,
mostly associated with the sub-regions A, C, E and F (Figure
2). The colour composite image of the western half of Sh2252 at Spitzer bands (Figure 3) shows a semi-circular
evacuated cavity at the center due to ionizing photons from
O6.5V star, surrounded by a ring of PAH emission at Pm,
possibly tracing the interface of ionized gas and molecular
cloud. In a large scale we see a ring of molecular material at
1.1 mm aligned parallel to the outer extent of the ionization
front of Sh2-252, and located just behind the bright PAH
emission and also corresponds to the dark region at 24 Pm.
The ring is fragmented at various locations with fragments ~
20-200 M . , thus providing evidence of most compressed
zone of the near-by molecular cloud. Several Class I/II YSOs
are observed in this direction, with majority of them
projected behind the PDR, in the vicinity of 1.1 mm
emission. This configuration in the western direction of
Sh2-252 more or less resembles the matter collected at
the periphery of the H II region during the collect and
collapse process of star formation. The predicted
fragmentation time at which the star formation would take

Figure 2. Spatial distribution of candidate YSOs in Sh2-252 (Class 1
- red; Class II - green; Transition disk - magenta; HD sources - blue)
over plotted on the 4.5 Pm image. The sub-regions of Sh2-252 are
marked.
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Figure 3. Colour composite image of the western half of Sh2-252,
made from the Spitzer bands along with the 1.1 mm dust continuum
emission map (white) and the low resolution radio continuum map
at 1280 MHz (green).

Figure 4. HST-WFPC2 image at 656nm of the region F. The direction
of the ionizing source HD 42088 is shown. The black cross mark
represents the location of the point source identified in the MIPS
24Pm image.

place in the collected material at a radius of ~ 10 pc
is found to be comparable to the difference in age of
the ionizing star (~ 3-4Myr) and average age of the
Class I/II YSOs projected on the shell (~ 0.5-1 Myr).The
star formation in the shell is more likely due to gravitational
instability in the collected material, such as seen in the
massive condensation of RCW-120, where a chain YSOs
are observed parallel to the ionization front. The radio
source F is an extended one, with no internal heating
source. The radio emission located ahead of the 8 Pm
emission (Figure 3 ) corresponds to the glowing gas
in the optical image, thus, more likely due to the
photo-evaporating gas from the surface of the cloud
exposed to radiation. This phenomenon usually occurs
when the massive star drives an ionization-shock front
into the ISM, the external layers of the cloud exposed to
radiation starts photo-evaporating, and can be seen as
glowing layer of gas.
Apart from this, the high resolution HST image at HD
of region F (Figure 4) displays a number of `finger-tips'
and `pillars' like fragments which are seen silhouetted
against the bright background pointing towards the
direction of HD 42088 giving an indirect evidence of
massive star interaction. The most dense
concentration of YSOs is in the close vicinity of the
molecular clump located between the CH II regions A
and B, with many YSOs of Class I nature (~ 105 yr),
thus preferentially younger than the CH II regions A

and B (~1-2 Myr). This clump is associated with water
and methanol masers and does not show any radio
emission (down to 0.4 mJy), suggesting that this is a
site of high-mass star-forming protocluster at a very
early evolutionary stage. We observed a cluster of
YSOs, with the most massive one being ~ 8 M . , thus
reflecting it is indeed a site of cluster formation
sandwiched between two relatively evolved CH II regions
A and B. From these analyses and time scale involved,
we argue that this region is undergoing a complex star
formation activity and the massive star(s) of Sh2-252
is having a definite impact, resulting in new generation
star formation and the region certainly deserves
attention for high resolution molecular observations.
References
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Madras Observatory, the Origin of IIA, is attributed to the first false alarm of an extrasolar planet

As soon as the Copernican concept of Heliocentric
world started getting recognization, it was predicted
by several people including Sir Isaac Newton that stars
similar to Sun should have planets around them.
Serious attempts to detect extrasolar planets began
as early as in nineteenth century. Historically, the first
claim for the detection of extrasolarplanet was reported
by Captain William Stephen Jacob (1813-1861) in 1855.
Captain Jacob was the director of Madras Observatory
of the East India Company during 1849-1858.The
present Indian Institute of Astrophysics traces its origin
to the Madras Observatory. In a scientific paper
published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal
Astronomical Society ("On Certain Anomalies
Presented by the Binary Star 70 Ophiuchi", Jacob, W.
S. 1855, MNRAS, 15, 228 - 231), Captain Jacob
suggested that the observed orbital anomalies in the
binary star 70 Ophiuchi could be be explained if there
was a planetary-mass object orbiting around one of
the star. Subsequently, this suggestion was supported
by astronomer Thomas Jefferson Jackson See of the
University of Chicago in 1896 ("Researches on the orbit
of 70 Ophiuchi, and on a periodic perturbation in the
motion of the system arising from the action of an
unseen body",T. J. J. See, 1896, Astronomical Journal,
16, 17-23). Using the data taken from Leander

McCormick Observatory of University of Virginia, See
even deduced the orbital period of the planet to be 36
years. However, later on, F. R. Moulton demonstrated
that such a three body system should be gravitationally
unstable and subsequently it was found that the
suggestion of Captain Jacob was a false alarm. The
first confirmed exoplanet was reported by Michel Mayor
and Didier Queloz of the University of Geneva in 1995
and since then 775 planets outside the solar system
have been detected till date. False alarm for extrasolar
planets still continues with Captain Jacob's suggestion
recognized as the first one. Although it is now known
that the analysis by both Jacob and See was erroneous,
the possibility of a planet or a planetary system around
70 Ophiuchi is still not ruled out. Recently, a group of
astronomers at McDonald Observatory in the US has
put an upper limit on the mass of a planet or a planetary
system around one of the stars in the 70 Ophiuchi
binary system. Future observations, with more
sophisticated instruments may reveal if 70 Ophiuchi
indeed has a planet or not.

- Sujan Sengupta

(Link to the article by W. S. Jacob :
http://prints.iiap.res.in/handle/2248/5665 browse? type=subject&order=ASC&rpp=20&value=70+Ophiuchi)

ØððÜÃðóÚð ®ð±ðð÷âð ãð÷Ïðäððâðð, èøÐðâð÷ - âðÊð®ð
2-Ùðó òèÙððâðÚð μðÐÍð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î ÑßÆðÙð 10 ãðæðá ¨÷î çðÒîâðÃððÑðõãðá¨î çðüμððâðÐð ¨÷î ¡ãðçðÜ ÑðÜ èÙð-ØððÜÃðóÚð ®ð±ðð÷âð ãð÷Ïðäððâðð, èøÐðâð÷âðÊð®ð - ÑðÜ ¦¨î òãðçÃðöÃð åöü®ðâðð ¨îð Ñß¨îðäðÐð òÑð¶âð÷ ¡ü¨î çð÷ Ñß¨îðòäðÃð ¨îÜ Üè÷ èøÈ| ¡ð±ð÷ ¸ððÜó èø ‚çð¨îð ¡±ðâðð Øðð±ð
ÐðãðÙ×ðÜ 1994 Ùð÷ü Ñðèâðð ¡òØðÚððÐð Çâð òãðòØðÐÐð £Ñð¨îÜÂðð÷ü ¦ãðÙðƒ ¦¨î
20 ‚Ðμð ÑðÜðãðÃðóá ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î çððÆð âð÷è Ñðèôûμðð| âð÷è Ùð÷ü çãððçÆÚð
ÑðÚððáÐðô¨õîâðÐð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¨îÜó×ð ¦¨î çðÑÃððè Ý®ðÐðð ¡ðãðäÚð¨î Æðð ÃðØðó
Çâð ¨÷î çðÇçÚð èøÐðâð÷ ¨îó 15000 Òîó¾ ¤ûîμðð‚á ÑðÜ ¨îðÚðá ¨÷î òâð¦
äððÜóòÜ¨î ¡ðøÜ ÙððÐðòçð¨î ÞÑð çð÷ ÃðøÚððÜ èð÷ çð¨îÃð÷ èøü| Úðè Ñðèâðð Çâð
Æðð ‚çðòâð¦ ò¨îçðó Øðó Ñß¨îðÜ ¨îð ¸ðð÷ò®ðÙð Ððèóü £¿ð çð¨îÃð÷ Æð÷| âð÷è
Ùð÷ü ‚çðó ÇðøÜðÐð çðÇçÚðð÷ü Ðð÷ ¨îÀÿó ¿üÀ Ùð÷ü äðõÐÚð çð÷ Ððóμð÷ ÃððÑðÙððÐð ¦ãðÙðƒ
£μμð Ãðôü±ðÃðð òçÆðÃð ÑðèðÀÿó ¸ð±ðèð÷ü ÑðÜ çãðçÆð ÜèÐð÷ ¡ðøÜ êðÙðÃðð Ñðõãðá¨î
¨îðÚðá ¨îÜÐð÷ ¨÷î ±ðôÜ Øðó çðó®ð÷| ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð Ñß÷êðÂðð÷ü ¡ðøÜ ¡ÐÚð çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð
¸ððÐð¨îðòÜÚððù èðòçðâð ¨îÜÐð÷ ¨îð £ØÚððçð Øðó ò¨îÚðð| òÇçðÙ×ðÜ ¨÷î ÑßÆðÙð
çðÑÃððè Ùð÷ü ¨îÜó×ð 6-8 ¡ÐðôØðãðó ®ð±ðð÷âð Ñß÷êð¨îð÷ü Ðð÷ èøÐðâð÷ Ùð÷ü ØððÜÃð
òÃð××ðÃð Ñðôòâðçð ¨îó ¡ò±ßÙð μððø¨îó ÑðòÜçðÜ ¨÷î Ñððçð ¡ÑðÐðð ¦¨î ¡çÆððÚðó
Ñß÷êðÂð ¨÷îÐÍ çÆððòÑðÃð ò¨îÚðð| ØððÜÃð òÃð××ðÃð Ñðôòâðçð òãðØðð±ð Ðð÷ ‚çð

¨îðÚðá Ùð÷ü ÙðèÃãðÑðõÂðá çðèðÚðÃðð ¨îó| Úðè ¨÷îÐÍ òÐðãððáòμðÃð òÇ±Ñðð ÜÃçðð
ÜóÑðèðÀÿó ¨÷î çðÙðóÑð Ãðâðè¾ó çð÷ ¨îÜó×ð 4 ò¨îÙðó £ÄðÜ Ùð÷ü 14300 Òîó¾
ÑðÜ òçÆðÃð Æðð| ©Úðð÷üò¨î èøÐðâð÷ ¦¨î ¡òãð¨îòçðÃð ¡ðøÜ ¦¨îðÐÃð ¸ð±ðè èø,
¡ð×ððÇó Øðó ×ðèôÃð ¨îÙð, ‚çðòâð¦ ‚Ðð ¨îò¿Ðð ÑðòÜòçÆðòÃðÚðð÷ü Ùð÷ü ØððÜÃð
òÃðò×Ãð Ñðôòâðçð òãðØðð±ðÐð÷ èó ¨îðÚðáÜÃðƒ Çâð ¨÷î çðÇçÚðð÷ü ¨îó ¡ðãððçðóÚð
Øðð÷¸ðÐð ¡ðøÜ ¡ÐÚð ¸ðÞÜÃðð÷ü ¨îð÷ ÑðõÜð ò¨îÚðð|
¸ðÐðãðÜó 1995 Ùð÷ü 20 ‚Ðμð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð çðüμððâðÐð Øðó ¡ðÜÙØð èð÷ ±ðÚðð|
‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ çð÷ ‚çð çÆððÐð çð÷ êð÷ëð ¨îó ×ðöèÃðƒ ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð ±ðôÂðãðÄðð ¨îð
ãðøìððòÐð¨î ¡ÏÚðÚðÐð äðôÞ èð÷ ±ðÚðð| ¡ÐðãðÜÃðƒ òÇÐð - ÜðÃð ÙððøçðÙð ¨îó
¸ððÐð¨îðÜó, ¡ðçðÙððÐð Ùð÷ü ×ððÇâðð÷ü ¨îó òçÆðòÃð, £Ðð¨îó ±ðòèÃð ¦ãðÙðƒ ¡ð¨îðÜ,
ãððÚðô ÃððÑðÙððÐð, çððÑð÷êð ¡ðÍáÃðð ‚ÃÚððòÇ ¨îð Ñß÷êðÂð ¦¨îòëðÃð ò¨îÚðð ¸ððÐð÷
âð±ðð| 20 ‚Ðμð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î Òîð÷¨îçðÙð÷ü âð±ððÚð÷ ±ðÚð÷ çðóçðóÀó ¨øîÙðÜð Ùð÷ü
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ÃððÜð÷ü ¨÷î Ñß÷êðÂð çð÷ ÑßòÃðò×ðÙ×ð òÐðÙððáÂð ¨îó ÃðóêðÂðÃðð ¨îð ¡ÏÚðÚðÐð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð|
Úðè ¨îðÚðá òÐðÜÐÃðÜ μðâðÃðð Üèð ¦ãðÙðƒ çðÙðÚð-çðÙðÚð ÑðÜ £Ñðâð×Ïð ¡ðü¨îÀÿð÷ü ¨îð
òãðäâð÷æðÂð Øðó ¸ððÜó Üèð| ¸ðôâðð‚á 1995 Ùð÷ü ãððçÃðòãð¨î μðð÷¾ó ÑðÜ ¦¨î çãðμððòâðÃð
ÙððøçðÙð ¨÷îÐÍ ¨îó çÆððÑðÐðð ¨îó ±ðÚðó ò¸ðçðçð÷ èÙð÷ü èÜ òÙðÐð¾ ¨îó ÙððøçðÙð çðÙ×ðÐÏðó
¸ððÐð¨îðÜó £Ñðâð×Ïð èð÷ ±ðÚðó| 20 ‚Ðμð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð çð÷ Úðô±ðâð ò¨îÜÂð ÑðôÐ¸ð òãðòÏð
ÎðÜð ÑßòÃðò×ðÙ×ð òÐðÙððáÂð Ùð÷ü ãððÚðôÙðÂÀâðóÚð òãðêðð÷Øð ¨÷î Ñß¨îðäðóÚð Ñß÷êðÂðð÷ü ¨îð
¡ðü¨îâðÐð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð| ‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð Ñß÷êðÂð ¨îðÚðá âð±ððÃððÜ ÇõçðÜ÷çððâðØðó¸ððÜó
Üèð| çÆððÐðóÚð âðð÷±ðð÷ü ¨îð÷ Øðó ‚çð ¨îðÚðá Ùð÷ü ÑßòäðòêðÃð ò¨îÚðð| ¸ðôâðð‚á 1996 Ùð÷ü
20 ‚Ðμð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð Øðó 15000Òîó¾ ¤ûîμðð‚áÑðÜ çÆððòÑðÃð ¨îÜ ãððçÃðòãð¨î μðð÷¾ó çð÷
èó ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð ±ðôÂðãðÄðð ¡ÏÚðÚðÐð ÑßðÜÙØð ò¨îÚðð| ‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð ¦¨îòëðÃð ¡ð¨îÀÿð÷ü
¨÷î òãðäâð÷æðÂðð÷ü çð÷ ¡ðØððçð èð÷Ðð÷ âð±ðð Æðð ò¨î Úðè ¸ð±ðè ãðøìððòÐð¨î ÞÑð çð÷ Øðó
ØððÜÃð Ùð÷ü ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð çÆððÑðÐðð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¦¨î £Ã¨öîæ¾ çÆððÐð èð÷ çð¨îÃðð
èø, ¡Ãð: ¦¨î çðÙÑðõÂðá ãð÷Ïðäððâðð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¡ðãðäÚð¨î Ùðõâð ØðõÃð çðôòãðÏðð¦ü ¸ðô¾ðÐð÷
¨îð ¡ðÜòÙØð¨î ÑßÚððçð Øðó äðôÞ ò¨îÚðð|
âðÇðÇð®ð êð÷ëð Ùð÷ü Øððø±ðð÷òâð¨î ÞÑð çð÷ ±ßóæÙð ¡ðøÜ äðóÃð Çð÷ èó ÙððøçðÙð èð÷Ãð÷ èøü|
äðóÃð ¨îðâð Ùð÷ü ãðæðá ¨÷î âð±ðØð±ð 6 ÙðèóÐð÷ çð÷ ¸ðÚððÇð ¡ãðòÏð Ãð¨î âðÉð®ð ¨îð
äð÷æð ØððÜÃðçð÷ çðÀÿ¨î çðüÑð¨áî ¨î¾ð ÜèÃðð èø| âð÷ò¨îÐð âðÊð®ð ¨÷î ¡ÐÇôÞÐðó êð÷ëð
Ùð÷ü çðÀÿ¨î çðüÑð¨áî èÙð÷äðð ãðæðá ØðÜ ×ðÐðð ÜèÃðð èø | ‚çð¨îð Ùððëð ¦¨î äðèÜ, âð÷è
¸ðð÷ ÑßäððçðòÐð¨î Ùðô®ÚððâðÚð Øðó èø ÑðõÜ÷ãðæðá ãðèð‚á ÚððÃððÚððÃð çð÷ ¸ðôÀÿð ÜèÃðð
èø| ‚çðóòâð¦ çðÐðƒ 1995 Ùð‚á Ùð÷ü âð÷è äðèÜ Ùð÷ü ×ðÀÿó ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ÑðòÜÚðð÷¸ðÐðð ¨îð
¨îðÚððáâðÚð¦ãðÙ¨îðÚðá¨îðÜó Çâð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¡ðãððçðóÚð çðôòãðÏðð ¨îó ãÚðãðçÆðð ¨îó
±ð‚á| ãðæðá 1996 ¨÷î ÙðÏÚð çð÷ èøÐðâð÷ Ùð÷ü Øðó ÏðóÜ÷ - ÏðóÜ÷ μðð÷¾ó ¨÷î ¿ó¨î Ððóμð÷
çãðÚðÙðƒ ¨îð ¡ðÏððÜ òäðòãðÜ çÆððòÑðÃð ¨îÜÐðð äðôÞ ò¨îÚðð ¡ðøÜ ¡©Ãðõ×ðÜ1996 Ùð÷ü
Ñðôòâðçð ÑðòÜçðÜ çð÷ ¡ÑðÐðð çðØðó çðüμððâðÐð ¡ðÏððÜ òäðòãðÜ Ùð÷ü çÆððÐððüÃðòÜÃð ¨îÜ
òÇÚðð| ¡ðÏððÜ çð÷ èó èÙð μðð÷¾ó ÑðÜ Ñðèôûμð¨îÜ ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð çðüμððâðÐð ¨îÜ ¡ÐÚð
¡ðù¨îÀÿð÷ü ¨îð÷ ¦¨îòëðÃð ò¨îÚðð| ‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð çðóÙðð çðÀÿ¨î çðü±ð¿Ðð ÎðÜð ¡ðãððçðóÚð
çðôòãðÏðð è÷Ãðô Ñßó Òøîò×ß¨÷î¾÷À çÐðð÷ äðøâ¾Ü £Ñðâð×Ïð ¨îÜðÚð÷ ±ð¦ ¡ðøÜ ‚Ðè÷ü ¡ðÏððÜ
òäðòãðÜ ¡ðøÜ μðð÷¾ó Ùð÷ü çÆððòÑðÃð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð| çðóÙðð çðÀÿ¨î çðü±ð¿Ðð Ðð÷ ¡ðÏððÜ
çð÷ μðð÷¾ó ÑðÜ ÑðèôûμðÐð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ çðÀÿ¨î Ùðð±ðá ×ðÐððÐð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ çðãð÷á Øðó ÑßðÜÙØð
ò¨îÚðð|
ØððÜÃðóÚð ®ð±ðð÷âð ãð÷Ïðäððâðð ¨îð ¸ðÐÙð: ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ Çð÷ ãðæðð÷áÈ Ùð÷ü ¦¨îòëðÃð çðØðó
¸ððÐð¨îðòÜÚðð÷ü ¦ãðÙðƒ ¡ð¨îÀÿð÷ü ¨îð ×ðöèÃðƒ ãðøìððòÐð¨î òãðäâð÷æðÂð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð ¡ðøÜ
Úðè ÑððÚðð ±ðÚðð ò¨î ‚çð çÆððÐð ÑðÜ Üðòëð¨îðâðóÐð ¡ð¨îðäð çððâð Ùð÷ü 260 - 280
òÇÐðð÷ü Ãð¨î £μμð ¨îð÷ò¾ ¨÷î ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð Ñß÷êðÂðð÷ü ¨÷î òâð¦ £Ñðâð×Ïð ÜèÃðð èø|
ÙððÐðçðõÐð ¡ãðòÏð Ùð÷ü Øðó ¡ðçðÙððÐð ¡òÏð¨î çðÙðÚð Ãð¨î çððÒî ÜèÃðð èø| çððÑð÷êð
¡ðÍáÃðð ¨îðÒîó ¨îÙð èø| ãððòÜäð ¦ãðÙðƒ ×ðÒáî ¨÷î ¨ôîâð çðü¨îòâðÃð ÑððÐðó ¨îð ÙððÑð
×ðèôÃð ¨îÙð èø| èãðð ¨îó ±ðòÃð Øðó ÙððÐÚð Ùððëðð çð÷ ¨îÙð èø ¡ðøÜ μðð÷¾ó ¨îó
Øððø±ðð÷òâð¨î òçÆðòÃð ¦¨î ¡ðÇäðá ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð ±ðôÂðð÷ü ¨îð÷ ‚üò±ðÃð ¨îÜÃðó èø| ‚çð
¡ÏÚðÚðÐð ¨îó òãðçÃðöÃð òÜÑðð÷¾á ÃðøÚððÜ ¨îÜ ØððÜÃð çðÜ¨îðÜ ¨îð÷ çððøüÑðó ±ðÚðó ¡ðøÜ
èøÐðâð÷ Ùð÷ü ¦¨î òãðäãð çÃðÜ ¨îó £μμð Ãðôü±ð ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð ãð÷Ïðäððâðð ×ðÐððÐð÷ ¨îð Ùðð±ðá
ÑßäðçÃð èô¡ð| èðâððüò¨î ÑðòÜòçÆðòÃðÚððû ¨îðÒîó ¨îò¿Ðð Æðó ¡ðøÜ ‚çð Ãðôü±ðÃðð ÑðÜ
çðÙÑðõÂðá ãð÷Ïðäððâðð ¨îó çÆððÑðÐðð ¦¨î μðôÐððøÃðó Æðó ‚çðòâð¦ çðÐðƒ 1997 Ùð÷ü ØððÜÃð
çðÜ¨îðÜ ÎðÜð ®ð±ðð÷âðòãðÇð÷ü ¨îó ‚çð çÆððÐð ÑðÜ ¨îðÚðá ¨îÜÐð÷ ¨îó êðÙðÃðð ¨÷î
ÑðÜóêðÂð ¨÷î ÃððøÜ ÑðÜ ¦¨î ¡ÃÚððÏðôòÐð¨î 2 Ùðó ãÚððçð ¨îó ¦¨î ÑðÜðãðÃðóá ÇöäÚð
Ñß¨îðäðóÚð ¡ðøÜ òÐð¨î¾ ¡ãðÜ©Ãð ãðÂðáªîÙð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îó Úðð÷¸ðÐðð ¨îó çðèÙðòÃð
ÑßÇðÐð ¨îó| ØððÜÃðóÚð ®ð±ðð÷âðòãðÇð÷ü Ðð÷ ‚çð μðôÐððøÃðó ¨îð÷ çðèæðá çãðó¨îðÜ ò¨îÚðð
¡ðøÜ Úðð÷¸ðÐðð ¨îð÷ ÙðõÆðáÞÑð Ç÷Ðð÷ Ùð÷ü ¸ðô¾ ±ðÚð÷|

‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð èøÐðâð÷ Ùð÷ü çðØðó Ñß¨îðÜ ¨÷î ¡ðü¨îÀ÷ ¦¨îòëðÃð ¨îÜÐð÷ ¨îð
¨îðÚðá ¸ððÜó Üèð| ‚çð ¨îðÚðá Ùð÷ü ¨ôî¶ ¡òÃðòÜ©Ãð ÙðèÃãðÑðõÂðá ÑðÜóêðÂð
Øðó ¸ðôÀÿÃð÷ ±ðÚð÷| μðð÷¾ó ÑðÜ 100 Òîó¾ ¤ûîμðó ¾ðùãðÜ çð÷ ãððÃððãðÜÂð ¨îó
çðÃðèð÷ü ÑðÜ çðõêÙð ÃððÑð òãðêðð÷Øðð ¨÷î ¡ð¨îÀÿ÷ ¦¨îðòëðÃð ¨îÜÐð÷ ¨îð ¨îðÚðá
äðôÞ ò¨îÚðð| ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ØðãðÐð ¡ðøÜ ¶Ãð ¨÷î òÐðÙððÂðá è÷Ãðô òãðòäðæ¾ çððÙð±ßó
¨îð ¡ðãðäÚð¨î ¡Ððõ¨õîâð ÑðòÜòçÆðòÃð ¨îð ÑðÜóêðÂð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð| ¸ðÙÙðõ
¦ãðÙðƒ ¨îäÙðóÜ çðÜ¨îðÜ Ðð÷ çðÙÑðõÂðá ÑðèðÀÿó ¨÷î 650 ¦¨îÀÿ êð÷ëð ¨îð÷
ãð÷Ïðäððâðð ¨÷î òâð¦ èçÃððÐÃðòÜÃð ò¨îÚðð| çðóÙðð çðÀÿ¨î çðü±ð¿Ðð Ðð÷
¡ðÏððÜ òäðòãðÜ ÑðÜ ¡ÐÚð ÙðõâðØðõÃð ¡ðãððçðóÚð çðôòãðÏðð¡ð÷ü ¨îð òÐðÙððáÂð
ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð| ãððèÐðð÷ü ¡ðãðð±ðÙðÐð ¨÷î òâð¦ èøÐðâð÷ Ùð¿ çð÷ μðð÷¾ó Ãð¨î
çðÀÿ¨î òÐðÙððáÂð äðôÞ ò¨îÚðð| òçðÃðÙ×ðÜ-¡©Ãðõ×ðÜ 1997 Ùð÷ü μðð÷¾ó ¨÷î
çðÙðóÑð èó ¸ðÞÜó Ãð¨îÐðó¨îó ¡ðøÜ ¡ÐÚð çððÙððÐð ¨÷î ØðüÀðÜÂð ¨÷î òâð¦
¦¨î ×ðÀÿ÷ ±ðð÷ÇðÙð ¨îð òÐðÙððáÂð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð|
‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ 16 ¡©Ãðô×ðÜ 1997 ¨îð÷ èøÐðâð÷ ¨îó ÑßçÃððòãðÃð òÇ±Ñðð ÜÃçðð
Üó ÑðèðÀÿó ¨îð÷ çðÜçãðÃðó ÑðãðáÃð ¨îð ÐððÙð òÇÚðð| ‚çðó òÇÐð ÃðÃ¨îðâðóÐð
ÙððÙðòèÃð Üð¸ÚðÑððâð, ¸ðÙÙðõ ¦ãðÙðƒ ¨îäÙðóÜ Üð¸Úð ¸ðÐðÜâð ¨÷î ãðó
¨öîæÂððÜðãð, ÑðÜÙð òãðòäðæ¾ çð÷ãðð ÙðøÀâð Ðð÷ ØððÜÃðóÚð ®ð±ðð÷âð ãð÷Ïðäððâðð
¨îó ¡ðÏððÜ òäðâðð Ü®ðð 2 Ùðó ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ØðãðÐð ¨îð òäðâððÐÚððçð ò¨îÚðð|
2 Ùðó òèÙððâðÚðÐð μðÐÍð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð £ÇƒØðãð: ‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð ×ðü±ðâððøÜ
Ùðô®ÚððâðÚð Ùð÷ü 2 Ùðó ¨÷îçð÷±ß÷‚Ðð Òîð÷¨îçð Ãðâð ÇöäÚð ¡ðøÜ òÐð¨î¾ ¡ãðÜ©Ãð
ãðÂðá ¨îÙð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î ×ððÜ÷Ùð÷ü ¡ðøÜ Òîð÷¨îçð Ãðâð £Ñð¨îÜÂðð÷ü ¨÷î ×ððÜ÷ Ùð÷ü
±ðèÐð ¡ÏÚðÚðÐð ¦ãðÙðƒ òãðμððÜ òãðÙðäðá èô¡ð| ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ ¦¨î ¡ÃÚððÏðôòÐð¨î
Ãð¨îÐðó¨î çð÷ âðøçð 2 Ùðó¾Ü ÇõÜ×ðóÐð òÐðÙððáÂð ¨îðÚðá ¨îÙðÜó¨îó ¡ðç¾àòâðÚððÚðó ‚á¡ð÷¦çð¾ó ¨îÙÑðÐðó ¨îð÷ òÇÚðð ±ðÚðð| ‚çð ¨îÙÑðÐðó ¨îð÷
ØððÜÃðóÚð Çâð ÎðÜð ÑßçÃððòãðÃð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð÷ çðô»ððÚðó ±ð‚á òãðòäðæ¾Ãðð¡ð÷ü
¨÷î ¡ðÏððÜ ÑðÜ ×ðÐððÐð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ ¡Ððô×ðüòÏðÃð ò¨îÚðð|
¡ð±ððÙðó ÃðóÐð ãðæðð÷áÈ Ùð÷ü çðüÆððÐð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¦¨î ¡ðÏðôòÐð¨î ãð÷Ïðäððâðð ¨îó
çÆððÑðÐðð ¨îð ¨îðÚðá ÑßðÆðòÙð¨îÃðð Ùð÷ü Üèð âð÷ò¨îÐð èÙððÜó ¡ÐÚð
±ðòÃðòãðòÏðÚððùü Øðó ¡×ððÏð ÞÑð çð÷ ¸ððÜó ÜèÃðó èøü| 1998 ±ðÙðóá Ùð÷ü 14
‚Ðμð ÙðóÀ ÇõÜ×ðóÐð Øðó çÆððòÑðÃð ¨îó ±ðÚðó Æðó ¡ðøÜ ‚çðçð÷ ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð
¡ð¨îÀÿ÷ ¨îð÷ ¡ðøÜ ÑðòÜæ¨öîÃð ÞÑð çð÷ âðÙ×ðó ¡ãðòÏð Ãð¨î âð÷Ððð çðüØðãð
èô¡ð| ‚çð çððÜó ¡ãðòÏð Ùð÷ü çÆðâð ÑðÜóêðÂð ¨÷î ¡ÐÚð ÙððøçðÙð ¡ðøÜ
×ððÇâð çðü×ðüòÏðÃð Ñß÷êðÂð ò×ðÐðð Þ¨îðãð¾ ¨÷î âð±ððÃððÜ ¦¨îòëðÃð ò¨îÚð÷
¸ððÃð÷ Üè÷| ¦¨î çðóòÙðÃð Çâð èÙð÷äðð èøÐðâð÷ Ùð÷ü Üèð ¡ðøÜ ¡×ð ‚çð
¨îðÚðá Ùð÷ü çÆððÐðóÚð âðð÷±ðð÷ü ¨îó ÙðÇÇ çð÷ çÆðâð ÑðÜóêðÂð ¨îðÚðá ×ððÇâðð÷ü
¨îó ±ðÂðÐðð ‚ÃÚððòÇ ¨îð ¨îðÚðá μðâðÃðð Üèð| ÙðóÀ ÇõÜ×ðóÐð çð÷ Úðô±ðâð
ò¨îÜÂð ÑðôÐ¸ð òãðòÏð ÎðÜð ÑßòÃðò×ðÙ×ð òÐðÙððáÂð Ùð÷ü ãððÚðôÙðÂÀâðóÚð òãðêðð÷Øð
¨÷î ÇöäÚð Ñß÷êðÂðð÷ü ¨îð ¡ðü¨îâðÐð ¸ððÜó Üèð| âð÷è-èøÐðâð÷òçÆðÃð
ãðøìððòÐð¨îð÷ü/‚òÐ¸ðòÐðÚðÜð÷ü ¨îð èÙð÷äðð ×ðü±ðâððøÜ Ùðô®ÚððâðÚð çðüãððÇ èð÷Ãðð
Üèð ¡ðøÜ 2 Ùðó ÇõÜ×ðóÐð çÆððÑðÐðð ¨îó Ñß±ðòÃð çðÙðóêðð Ùð÷ü Øðð±ð âð÷¨îÜ
¡ðÐð÷ ãððâð÷ ±ðÙðóá ¨÷î ÙððøçðÙð ¨îó çðóòÙðÃð ¡ãðòÏð Ùð÷ü ò¨îÚð÷ ¸ððÐð÷ ãððâð÷
¨îðÚðð÷áÈ ¨÷î òâð¦ ¡ðãðäÚð¨î çðüçððÏðÐðð÷ü ¨îð÷ ¦¨îðòëðÃð ¨îÜ çãðÚðÙðƒ ¨îó
ÃðøÚððÜó Ùð÷ü ¸ðô¾÷ ÜèÃð÷| Úðèðùü ‚çð ×ððÃð ¨îó ¸ððÐð¨îðÜó Ç÷Ððð ¸ðÞÜó èø
ò¨î âðÉð®ð êð÷ëð Ùð÷ü Øððø±ðð÷òâð¨î ÞÑð çð÷ ±ßóæÙð ¡ðøÜ äðóÃð Çð÷ èó ÙððøçðÙð
èð÷Ãð÷ èøü| ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ Ùð‚á çð÷ âð÷¨îÜ ¡©Ãðõ×ðÜ ÑßÆðÙð çðÑÃððè Ãð¨î èó
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ØððÃððçðü çðõμðÐððÑðëð
òÐðÙððáÂð çðÙ×ðÐÏðó ±ðòÃðòãðòÏðÚððü èøü ¡ðøÜ ‚çð¨÷î ×ððÇ ÑðòÜÚðð÷¸ðÐðð çð÷
çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð çðòªîÚð ¨îðÚðá¨îâððÑðð÷ü ¨îð÷ òãðÜðÙð Ç÷Ððð ÑðÀÿÃðð èø| âðÊð®ð Ùð÷ü
ÑßÃÚð÷¨î ¸ðÞÜó òÐðÙððáÂð çððÙð±ßó ¦ãðÙðƒ ¨îðÚðá×ðâð ¨÷î òâð¦ Ç÷äð -ÑßÇ÷äð ¨÷î
ÇõçðÜ÷ òèççðð÷ü ÑðÜ òÐðØðáÜ ÜèÐðð ÑðÀÿÃðð èø| ¨îðÙð ¨îÜÐð÷ ãððâð÷ Ñßãððçðó
Ùð¸ðÇõÜ, Üð¸ð òÙðçëðó ¡ðøÜ ¡ÐÚð òãðäð÷æðìð ¨îðÚðá ¨îÜÐð÷ ãððâð÷ âðð÷±ð ¿üÀ
¨÷î ¡ð±ðÙðÐð ¡ðøÜ çðÀÿ¨î çðüÑð¨áî ×ðÐÇ èð÷Ðð÷ çð÷ Ñðèâð÷ âðÊð®ð çð÷ ãððÑðçð
μðâð÷ ¸ððÃð÷ èøü| ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ ¸ððÀÿð÷ ¨îð ÙððøçðÙð òãðäð÷æð ÞÑð çð÷ òÐðÙððáÂð
¨îðÚðá ¨÷î òâð¦ çðòªîÚð Ððèóü ÜèÃðð èø| ãðæðá 1997-2000¨÷î ×ðóμð ¨îó
çðüòêðÑÃð ¡ãðòÏð Ùð÷ü èó çðÙÑðõÂðá ÑðòÜÚðð÷¸ðÐðð¨îð÷ ÙðõÆðá ÞÑð Ç÷Ðð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦
èÙððÜ÷ çðü ç ÆððÐð ¨÷ î ãðø ì ððòÐð¨îð÷ ü , ®ð±ðð÷ â ðòãðÇð÷ ü , ‚Ð¸ðóòÐðÚðÜð÷ ü ¦ ãðÙðƒ
Ãð¨îÐðóòäðÚðÐðð÷ü Ðð÷ ÙðèÃãðÑðõÂðá Úðð÷±ðÇðÐð ò¨îÚðð| ‚çð ¡ãðòÏð¨÷îÇðøÜðÐð
±ðÙðóá ¨÷î Ùððëð ÃðóÐð çðëð ±ðòÃðòãðòÏðÚðð÷ü ¨÷î òèçðð×ð çð÷ ×ðèôÃð çðòªîÚð Üè÷|
1998 çðëð çð÷ èó ãð÷Ïðäððâðð çÆððÑðÐðð ¨îð ãððçÃðòãð¨î ¨îðÚðá ¸ðð÷Ü äðð÷Ü
çð÷ ÑßðÜÙØð èô¡ð| μðð÷¾ó ¨÷î òâð¦ çðÀÿ¨î òÐðÙððáÂð äðôÞ ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð|
ãð÷Ïðäððâðð¨îó ¤î¸ððá ¸ðÞÜÃðð÷ü ¨÷î òâð¦ Àó¸ðâð ¸ð÷ÐðÜ÷¾Üð÷ü ¨îð÷ çÆððòÑðÃð
ò¨îÚðð| 160 ò¨îâðð÷ãðð¾ êðÙðÃðð ¨÷î Çð÷ çððøÜ òãðÌðôÃð çðüÚðÐëð ¨îó äðôÞ¡ðÃð
¨îó ±ðÚðó| èøÐðâð÷ ÃðÆðð ×ðü±ðâððøÜ ¨÷î ×ðóμð çðüμððÜ çðôòãðÏðð¡ð÷ü ¨îð
£μμðó¨îÜòÂð ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð| âð÷è òçÆðÃð ¨îðÚððáâðÚð ¡ðøÜ ±ðøç¾ èð£çð
çðôòãðÏðð¡ð÷ü ¨îð òãðçÃððÜ ò¨îÚðð| èøÐðâð÷ ¡ðÏððÜ òäðòãðÜ Ùð÷ü ¡ðãððçðóÚð
¡ðåÚð/¨ôî¾óÜð÷ü ¨îð òÐðÙððáÂð ò¨îÚðð|
ãðæðá 1999-2000 ¨÷î ±ßóæÙð ¨îðâðóÐð çðëð Ùð÷ü ×ðü±ðâððøÜ çð÷ ×ðèôÃð çððÜ÷
òãðäð÷æðìð Çâðð÷ü Ðð÷ èøÐðâð÷ ¨îð ÇðøÜð ò¨îÚðð ¡ðøÜ âð÷è/èøÐðâð÷ Ùð÷ü âðÙ×ð÷
çðÙðÚð Ãð¨î Ñßãððçð ¨îÜ Çõ Ü ×ðóÐð Úðð÷ ¸ ðÐðð ¨÷ î òâð¦ Ùðø ¨ ÷ î òÐð¨îâð,
òãðòãðâð,¡ðùòÑÃð¨îó, òãðÌðôÃð ¦ãðÙðƒ ãðøÌðôòÃð¨îó ¡ðøÜ ¨îÙÑÚðõ¾Ü çðüμððÜ çð÷
çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð ÞÑðÜ÷®ðð¡ð÷ü ÑðÜ μðμððá ¨îÜ òãðòØðÐÐð ¨îðÚðð÷áÈ ¨îð÷ ÑðõÂðá
ò¨îÚðð| μðð÷¾ó ÑðÜ ÇõÜ×ðóÐð çÆðâð ¨îð÷ ¡ðÏððÜ òäðòãðÜ ¦ãðÙðƒ èøÐðâð÷ Ùð¿
çð÷ çðÀÿ¨î Ùðð±ðá çð÷ ¸ðð÷Àÿ òÇÚðð ¡ðøÜ ¡ðãðð±ðÙðÐð ¡ðøÜ çððÙððÐð ÑðòÜãðèÐð
¨÷î òâð¦ çðôòãðÏðð èð÷ ±ðÚðó| ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ çð÷ çðÐðƒ 2000 ¸ðõÐð Ãð¨î
ãð÷Ïðäððâðð çð÷ çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð âð±ðØð±ð çðØðó ¨îðÚðá ÑðõÂðá ò¨îÚð÷ ±ðÚð÷ ¡ðøÜ çððøÜ
¤î¸ððá, Ððëð¸ðÐð Íãðó¨îÜÂð çðüÚðÐëð, ÇõÜØððæð òãðòÐðÙðÚð ¨÷îÐÍ, òãðÌðôÃð
òÐðÚðÐëðÂð ¦ãðÙðƒ ¨îÙÑÚðõ¾Ü çðüμððÜ ¡ðøÜ £Ñð±ßè çðüμððÜ £Ñð¨îÜÂðð÷ü ¨îð
±ðèÐð ÑðÜóêðÂð ¨îÜ ÑßÚðð÷±ð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¸ððÜó ò¨îÚð÷| 2 Ùðó ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î
òâð¦ ¨üî¨îó¾ çÃðüØð, ØðãðÐð ¦ãðÙðƒ Àð÷Ùð ‚ÃÚððòÇ Øðó ÃðøÚððÜ èð÷ ±ðÚðð|
¡ðÏððÜ òäðòãðÜ ÑðòÜçðÜ Ùð÷ü ¦¨î çðôòãðÏððÑðõÂðá ¡ðãððçð ¨îð Øðó òÐðÙððáÂð
ò¨îÚðð ±ðÚðð|
Úðèðü ‚çð ×ððÃð ¨îð £ââð÷®ð ¨îÜÐðð ¡ðãðäÚð¨î èø ò¨î ‚çð çðÙÑðõÂðá ¡ãðòÏð
Ùð÷ü çÆððÐðóÚð ÑßäððçðÐð çð÷ èÙð âð±ððÃððÜ çðüÑð¨áî Ùð÷ü Üè÷ ¡ðøÜ òãðòØðÐÐð
çÃðÜð÷ü ÑðÜ çðèÚðð÷±ð Øðó òâðÚðð| âðÊð®ð çãðäððçðó òãð¨îðçð ÑðòÜæðÇƒ ¨îð÷
èÙð âð±ððÃððÜ ÑðòÜÚðð÷¸ðÐðð¨îó Ñß±ðòÃð ¨îó ¸ððÐð¨îðÜó Øðó Ç÷Ãð÷ Üè÷| çÆððÐðóÚð
ÑßäððçðÐð ¨÷î çððÆð-çððÆð âð÷è òçÆðÃð ØððÜÃðóÚð çð÷Ððð 14 ¨îð÷Ü Ùðô®ÚððâðÚð,
ØððÜÃðóÚð ãððÚðôçð÷Ððð, ØððÜÃðóÚð Üêðð ¡ÐðôçðüÏððÐð ¨÷îÐÍ, çðóÙðð çðÀÿ¨î çðü±ð¿Ðð
¦ãðÙðƒ ØððÜÃð òÃð××ðÃð çðóÙðð Ñðôòâðçð ‚ÃÚððòÇ çðü±ð¿Ððð÷ü Ðð÷ ¡ÑðÐð÷ çðüçððÏðÐðð÷ü
¨÷î £ÑðÚðð÷±ð ¨îó ¡ÐðôÙðòÃð Ç÷¨îÜ ÑðòÜÚðð÷¸ðÐðð ¨÷î òãðòØðÐÐð ¨îðÚðð÷áÈ ¨÷î ÑðõÂðá
èð÷Ðð÷ Ùð÷ü ÙðèÃãðÑðõÂðá òÐðØððÚðó| ‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð âðÊð®ð êð÷ëð ¨÷î ÜèÐð÷ãððâð÷
ÑßòäðòêðÃð Úðð÷±Úð ‚Ð¸ðóòÐðÚðÜð÷ü ¡ðøÜ Ãð¨îÐðóòäðÚðÐðð÷ü ¨îó ®ðð÷¸ð ¨îÜ £Ðè÷ü
±ðèÐð ÑßòäðêðÂð òÇÚðð ±ðÚðð ¡ðøÜ ÑðòÜÚðð÷¸ðÐðð ¨÷î èÜ Ñðèâðõ çð÷ ¡ãð±ðÃð

¨îÜðÚðð ±ðÚðð ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ çð÷ ãð÷äðÏððâðð çð÷ çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð çðØðó çðÚðÐëðð÷ü/
£Ñð¨îÜÂðð÷ü ¨îó çÆððÑðÐðð Ùð÷ü ‚Ðð çðØðó ¨îó Øðð±ðóÇðÜó Üèó|
‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð ¨î‚á òãðäð÷æðìðð÷ü Ðð÷ ¡ÙðÜó¨îð ÇðøÜð ¨îÜ ÑßçÃððòãðÃð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î
òÐðÙððáÂð ¦ãðÙðƒ çðüÚðð÷¸ðÐð Ùð÷ü òèççðð âð÷¨îÜ Úðè çðôòÐðòäμðÃð ò¨îÚðð ò¨î
Úðè èÙððÜ÷ ÎðÜð òÇÚð÷ ±ðÚð÷ ÙððÐð¨îð÷ü ¨÷î ¡ÐðôçððÜ èð÷ ¡ðøÜ £Ðð¨îó
ÑßÚðð÷±ðäððâðð Ùð÷ü èó ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î çðüμððâðÐð çð÷ çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð çðØðó Ñß¨îðÜ ¨÷î
ÑðÜóêðÂð ò¨îÚð÷ ±ðÚð÷| £Ðð¨îó ÑßÚðð÷±ðäððâðð Ùð÷ü ¨ôî¶ ãðøìððòÐð¨îð÷ü ¨îð÷
ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î çðüμððâðÐð çð÷ çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð Ãð¨îÐðó¨î ¦ãðÙðƒ ¨îðÚðá ÑßÂððâðó ¨îð
ÑßòäðêðÂð Øðó òÇÚðð ±ðÚðð| ±ðèÐð ÑðÜóêðÂðð÷ü Ùð÷ü ®ðÜð £ÃðÜÐð÷ ¨÷î ×ððÇ
ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¡ðøÜ ¡ÐÚð çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð çðØðó £Ñð¨îÜÂð ¨îð÷ Ñðø¨î ¨îÜ çðÙðôÍó Ùðð±ðá
çð÷ ØððÜÃð Øð÷¸ðð| Úðè çððÙððÐð ¸ðôâðð‚á 2000 Ùð÷ü ØððÜÃðóÚð Ãð¾ Ùð÷ü ±ðô¸ðÜðÃð
Ñðèôûμðð ¡ðøÜ ãðèðùü çð÷ çðÀ¨î Ùðð±ðá ÎðÜð μðÐÀó±ðÁÿ ãððÚðôçð÷Ððð ‚¨îð‚á Ùð÷ü
Øð÷¸ðð ±ðÚðð| Úðè çðØðó çððÙððÐð ãððÚðôçð÷Ððð ¨÷î ¡ð‚á ¦âð -76 ÑðòÜãðèÐð
òãðÙððÐðð÷ü Ùð÷ü μðÁÿðÚðð ±ðÚðð| ãððÚðôÙðð±ðá çð÷ ¡±ðçÃð 2-4, 2000 ¨îó
¡ãðòÏðÙðÙð÷üâðâð÷è Ñðèôûμðð ¡ðøÜ ØððÜÃðóÚð ãððÚðôçð÷Ððð ÑðòÜçðÜ Ùð÷ü £ÃððÜð
±ðÚðð| ØððÜó çððÙððÐð ¨÷î ×ððù©çðð÷ü ¨îð÷ òãðÙððÐð çð÷ £ÃððÜÐð÷¨î¨÷î ¨÷îÐð
‚ÃÚððòÇ £Ñð¨îÜÂð ¡ðøÜ ¨îðÚðá×ðâð ØððÜÃðóÚð çð÷Ððð ¨îó ÑðõòÃðá ¦ãðÙðƒ òçð±ðÐðâð
‚¨îð‚Úðð÷ü Ðð÷ £Ñðâð×Ïð ¨îÜðÚð÷| ‚çð ÇðøÜðÐð çðóÙðð çðÀÿ¨î çðü±ð¿Ðð Ðð÷ âð÷è
çð÷ èøÐðâð÷ Ãð¨î çðÀÿ¨î Ùðð±ðá ¨îð÷ ØððÜó ¦ãðÙðƒ ×ðÀÿ÷ ¡ð¨îðÜ ¨÷î çððÙððÐð ¨÷î
çðôÜòêðÃð ÑðòÜãðèÐð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¨î‚á ¸ð±ðèð÷ü ÑðÜ çðÀÿ¨î òãðçÃððÜó¨îÜÂð/
μððøÀÿó¨îÜÂð ¨îð ¨îðÚðá ò¨îÚðð| Ùðð±ðá Ùð÷ü ÑðÀÿÐð÷ ãððâð÷ ¨î‚á ¶ð÷¾÷-×ðÀÿ÷
Ñðôâðð÷ü ¨îð çðôÇöÁÿó¨îÜÂð ò¨îÚðð| ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î çðØðó Ñðø¨î òèççðð÷ü/×ððù©çðð÷ü
¨îð÷ ØððÜÃðóÚð çð÷Ððð ¡ðøÜ çðóÙðð çðÀÿ¨î çðü±ð¿Ðð ¨÷î òãðäð÷æð ÑðòÜãðèÐð
ãððèÐðð÷ü Ùð÷ü âððÇ ¨îÜ çðÙÑðõÂðáÇâð Ðð÷ 17 ¡±ðçÃð 2000 ÑßðÃð: âð÷è çð÷
èøÐðâð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ ÑßçÆððÐð ò¨îÚðð| çðÙÑðõÂðá Ùðð±ðá Ùð÷ü çð÷Ððð Ðð÷ ‚çð
ÑðòÜãðèÐð Çâð ¨îð÷ çðõÜêðð ÑßÇðÐð ¨îó| ¡ðçððÐð ÑðòÜãðèâð ¨÷î òâð¦
çð÷Ððð ÎðÜð ¸ð±ðè ÑðÜ òãðÑðÜóÃð òÇäðð çð÷ ¡ðÐð÷ ãððâð÷ ãððèÐðð÷ü ¨îð÷
Üð÷¨îð ±ðÚðð| Çâð ¨÷î ò¨îçðó ãððèÐð ¨÷î Ò÷îâð èð÷Ðð÷ Úðð Ü÷Ãð Ùð÷ü
ÏðùçðÐð÷ ¨îó òçÆðòÃð ¨÷î òâð¦ÜðèÐð Çâð ¡ðøÜ ¨÷îÐð £Ñðâð×Ïð ¨îÜðÚðó|
çðóÙðð çðÀÿ¨î Ðð÷ Ùðð÷×ðð‚âð ¨îÙðáäððùÑð Çâð ¦ãðÙðƒ ¡òÃðòÜ©Ãð ãððèÐð ¨îó
ãÚðãðçÆðð Øðó ¨îó| ÑðõÜ÷ Ùðð±ðá Ùð÷ü ÑðòÜãðèÐð ¨÷î ÇðøÜðÐð çð÷Ððð ÎðÜð èÜ
Ñðâð ¨îó òçÆðòÃð çðÙ×ðòÐÏðÃð ¡òÏð¨îðòÜÚðð÷ü Ãð¨î ÑðèôûμððÚðó ±ðÚðó|
‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ çð÷ çðØðó ãððèÐð çððÙððÐð âð÷¨îÜ 18 ¡±ðçÃð 2000 ¨îó
äððÙð çðôÜòêðÃð èøÐðâð÷ 2 Ùðó ÇõÜ×ðóÐð çÆðâð Ñðèôûμð÷| çðØðó çððÙððÐð
¨îð÷ £ÃððÜ¨îÜ ¦¨î çðôòãðÏðð¸ðÐð¨î ¸ð±ðè ÑðÜ çðôÜòêðÃð Ü®ðð ±ðÚðð
¸ðèðù çð÷ ‚Ðè÷ü ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ØðãðÐð Ùð÷ü ¡ðçððÐðó çð÷ μðÁÿðÚðð ¸ðð çð¨÷î|
‚çðó ÇðøÜðÐð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð òÐðÙððáÂð ¨îó ‚á¡ð÷¦çð¾ó ¨îÙÑðÐðó ¨÷î ¡ÙðÜó¨îó
‚¨îð‚á ¨÷î ¨î‚á ‚Ð¸ðóòÐðÚðÜ ¡ðøÜ Ãð¨îÐðóòäðÚðÐð èøÐðâð÷ Ñðèôûμð÷ ¡ðøÜ
ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð çðüÚðð÷¸ðÐð ¨îðÚðá ÑßðÜÙØð ò¨îÚðð| çðãðáÑßÆðÙð 2 Ùðó
ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î òâð¦ ×ðÐððÚð÷ ±ðÚð÷ ¨üî¨îó¾ çÃðüØð Ùð÷ü ØððÜó ØðÜ¨îÙð
¦ò¸ðÙðÆð ×ð÷çð ¨îð÷ çÆððòÑðÃð ò¨îÚðð ¡ðøÜ òÒîÜ ‚çð ÑðÜ ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î
¡âð±ð ¡âð±ð òèççðð÷ü ¨îð÷ ¸ðð÷Àÿ ¨îÜ 2 Ùðó ãÚððçð ¨îð ÑðÜðãðÃðóá
ÇÑðáÂð çðÙððÚðð÷ò¸ðÃð ò¨îÚðð ¡ðøÜ ¦¨î çðÙÑðõÂðá ¡ÃÚððÏðôòÐð¨î Ãð¨îÐðó¨î
çð÷ çðôçðò¸¸ðÃð ®ð±ðð÷âðóÚð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð ¸ðÐÙð èô¡ð| ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îó
çðÙÑðõÂðá ¨îðÚðá ÑßÂððâðó ¨îð÷ çððøÜ ¤î¸ððá çðüÚðÐëð çð÷ ¸ðð÷Àÿð ±ðÚðð| 26
òçðÃðÙ×ðÜ 2000 ¨îó Ç÷Ü äððÙð ‚çð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð÷ èøÐðâð÷ ¨÷î ¡ðçðÙððÐð
¨îó ¡ð÷Ü ‚üò±ðÃð ò¨îÚðð ¡ðøÜ çðôÇõÜ ¡ÐÃðòÜêð çð÷ ¡ð¨îÜ ÑßÆðÙð
14

ØððÃððçðü çðõμðÐððÑðëð
Ñß¨îðäð ÑðôÐ¸ð Ðð÷ 2 Ùðó ãÚððçð ¨÷î ÑðÜðãðÃðóá ÇÑðáÂð çð÷ ¨÷îçð÷±ß÷‚Ðð
Òîð÷¨îçð Ãðâð Ùð÷ü ÑßÆðÙð ÑßòÃðò×ðÙ×ð ¨îð òÐðÙððáÂð ò¨îÚðð| ØððÜÃðóÚð
®ð±ðð÷òâð¨îó Ùð÷ü Úðè ¦¨î ¦÷òÃðèðòçð¨î êðÂð Æðð| ‚çð ³ð¾Ððð ¨÷î çðÙðÚð
èøÐðâð÷ Ùð÷ü ØððÜÃðóÚð ®ð±ðð÷òâð¨îó ¨÷î ÑðôÜð÷Ïðð Ñßð÷Ò÷îçðÜ ÚðäðÑððâð ¨îó
¡ÐðôãððÚðó Ùð÷ü ¨î‚á ÙðèÃãðÑðõÂðá ãðøìððòÐð¨î Øðó £ÑðòçÆðÃð Æð÷ ¡ðøÜ ‚çð
ÑßÆðÙð Ñß¨îðäð Ñðô Ð ¸ð Ñß÷ ê ðÂð ¨÷ î çððêðó ×ðÐð÷ | ‚çð Ñß¨îðÜ
òèÙððâðÚðÐðμðÐÇð ÇÙðÜ×ðóÐð ¨îð ¸ðÐÙð èô¡ð| Úðè ÐððÙð ØððÜÃðóÚð Ùðõâð
¨÷î Ððð÷×ð÷âð ÑðôÜç¨îðÜ òãð¸ð÷Ãðð Ñß®ÚððÃð ®ð±ðð÷âðòãðÇƒ μðÐÍäð÷®ðÜ
çðô×ßéÙðòÐðÚðÙð ¨îð÷ ÚððÇ ¨îÜ¨÷î òÇÚðð ±ðÚðð|

Transit of Venus
Following are the photos of Venus Transit of 6th June 2012
taken by Prasanna Deshmukh from Dept. of Applied Optics
and Photonics, Calcutta University, Kolkata, India. All the
photos were taken using CanonSX150IS digital camera
and a Mylar filter (Without using Telescope).

-Prasanna Deshmukh

âð÷ò¨îÐð ¡çðâðó μðôÐððøÃðó ¡Øðó çðÙððÑÃð Ððèóü èô‚á Æðó| ¡ÙðÜó¨îó
çðÇçÚð Ñß÷êðÂð çð÷ çðü×ðüòÏðÃð ¡ðÜòÙØð¨î ¨îðÚðá ¦ãðÙðƒ ÑßòäðêðÂð Ç÷¨îÜ
ãððÑðçð μðâð÷ ±ðÚð÷| ¿üÀ ¨îð ÙððøçðÙð äðôÞ èð÷ ±ðÚðð Æðð| ÃððÑðÙððÐð
äðõÐÚð çð÷ 5-10 òÀ±ßó çð÷ Ððóμð÷ Ãð¨î ¸ððÐð÷ âð±ðð Æðð| Àð÷Ùð ³ðôÙððÐð÷ ¨÷î
òâð¦ ¡ðãðäÚð¨î çãðμððòâðÃð ãÚðãðçÆðð Ððèóü èð÷ ÑððÚðó Æðó ¡ðøÜ
ÃðóçðÜó Ùðüò¸ðâð ¨÷î Ñß÷êðÂð Ãðâð Ùð÷ü ®ðôâð÷ ¡ðçðÙððÐð Ùð÷ü Üè¨îÜ ÇõÜ×ðóÐð
¨îó òçÆðòÃð ¨÷î ¡ÐðôçððÜ Àð÷Ùð ³ðôÙððÐð÷ ¨÷î òâð¦ ¦¨î Ãð¨îÐðóòäðÚðÐð ¨îð
£ÑðòçÆðÃð ÜèÐðð ¡ðãðäÚð¨î Æðð| ÇõÜ×ðóÐð òÐðÚðÐëðÂð ¨îêð Øðó ¿üÀ ¨÷î
òâð¦ ãððÃððÐðôÙðõòâðÃð Ððèóü Æðð| âð÷ò¨îÐð çðüçÆððÐð ¨÷î çðÙðòÑðáÃð Çâð Ðð÷
¡±ðâð÷ ÑðõÜ÷ 4-5 ÙðèóÐð÷ ¨÷î ÇðøÜðÐð òãðòØðÐÐð Ãð¨îÐðó¨îð÷ü äðø¨î èð¾áÙðÐð
òãðòÏð, çðÙððÐÃðÜ çðÜ÷®ðÂð òãðòÏð ¡ðòÇ ÎðÜð ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¨÷î ÑðòÜμððâðÐð
¦ãðÙðƒ ÃðóêðÂð Òîð÷¨îçð Úðô©Ãð ÑßòÃðò×ðÙ×ð òÐðÙððáÂð ¨÷î òâð¦ ¨î‚á ±ðèÐð
ÑðÜóêðÂð ò¨îÚð÷| ¦¨îòëðÃð Ñß÷êðÂðð÷ü ¨îð òãðäâð÷æðÂð ¨îÜ âðêÚð ±ßèÂð
êðÙððÃðð ¦ãðÙðƒ ÇõÜ×ðóÐð ¡Ððô±ððòÙðÃðð çððÙðÆÚðá ¨îð ¡ðü¨îâðÐð ò¨îÚðð|
äð÷æð ¡±ðâð÷ ¡ü¨î Ùð÷ü ¸ððÜó
-ØðôãðÐð μðÐÇà Øð¾ƒ¾

Farewell

IIA wishes all the best to ...

... Swapan Kumar Saha retired
from the services of IIA on the
afternoon of 31.5.2012. He
retired at the age of 62 after a
two year extension. He has
joined the services of IIA at
Kodaikanal on 10.01.1981 as
Senior Research Assistant.
He was elevated to various positions during his career
at IIA, and retired as Professor.

... G. Narayana has voluntarily
retired from IIA on 30.04.2012. He
joined the services of IIA at
Bangalore on 25.08.1982 as
Helper "A" and retired as
Laboratory Attendant "B".

... Alphonse Mary retired from IIA
on the afternoon of 31.05.2012 on
attaining
the
age
of
superannuation. She joined the
services of IIA at Kodaikanal on
1.1.1973 as Lower Division Clerk.
She was elevated to various
positions and retired as Sr.Office
Superintendent Gr.-II.
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ØððÃððçðü çðõμðÐððÑðëð
Retracing Transit of Venus - Connection to Madras Observatory

Transit of Venus that occurred in 1874 and 1882 and seen
in India, drew enormous public and scientific interest. The
Madras Observatory, being the premier centre for
astronomy those days, made elaborate arrangements for
transit observations.
Chintamany Ragoonatha Chary, the first assistant at the
Madras observatory, was a man who possessed an
enormous knowledge of both traditional sidhanthic
astronomy as well as modern astronomy. He undertook
to describe this beautiful celestial event and educate the
public. Ragoonatha Chary, with encouragement from N.
R. Pogson, then the Government astronomer at the
Madras Observatory, brought out a pamphlet. Originally
written in Tamil, it described with illustrations the
phenomenon of transits (over the Sun), their circumstances
and how they are observed.

Chintamany Ragoonatha Chary

The Indian Institute of Astrophysics, has inherited this
legacy and possesses copies of the pamphlet in English,
Kannada and Urdu in its archives. The reprinted editions
in English and Kannada versions of “Transit of Venus”
were brought out by IIA Archives before the worldwide
event of Transit of Venus on June 6, 2012.
This Archives publication was officially released by N.
Kameswara Rao, former Senior Professor of IIA on the
25th May 2012, after his talk on “Ragoonatha Chary and
his Astronomy at Madras Observatory” delivered at IIA.
-Christina Birdie,
Librarian, IIA

Release of the IIA Archives publication on “Transit of Venus” by
Prof. N. K. Rao

Chandrasekhar Post-Doctoral Fellowship
The Director, IIA invites applications from exceptionally bright candidates with outstanding academic credentials for the
award of ‘Chandrasekhar Post-Doctoral Fellowships’ in all areas of astrophysics. Applications are accepted at any time
of the year. The fellowship is for an initial period of two years, extendable to three, with a monthly stipend of Rs.50,000/
- to Rs. 55,000/- for candidates with up to 2 years post-doctoral experience and Rs 55,000/- to 60, 000/- for those with
more than two years experience. An annual contingency grant of Rs.2,00,000/-, housing and medical benefits, and
support for travel to Bangalore. More details are at http://www.iiap.res.in/postdoc.htm.
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